Dear Ms. Fowlkes, Mr. Warren, and Ms. Lynch,

Our PBL class is working on ways to improve the school. We had many options to choose from. We walked around the school searching for things that can be improved like (the library, scanning, windows, stairwell, corner stores, auditorium, etc.). With all of these options to choose from, we thought scanning was the main issue affecting student’s education and attendance.

Students believe that the issues with scanning are: we have slow typers, the area gets congested, students skip the line, and sometimes students are frisked by agents when they do not have wands - which makes students feel uncomfortable. To solve these issues we believe we should:
• Get more scanners
• Use more entrances
• Stop frisking students
• Get fingerprint scanning machines (possibly)
• Get more typers
• Always use all three scanners

This school needs more scanners because students are being late for their first period class, missing classroom instructions, lessons or any assignments. More scanners will reduce these problems and even make scanning faster and get students to classes earlier. The costs for a scanner would be from $2,000 -$3,000. Students skip the line, which could cause chaos or possibly a fight. More scanners can give students more options when entering the school.

Even though, we don’t have enough money now, we can have fundraisers, bake sales, fairs, school-wide parties, sports tournaments between classes, etc. In conclusion, we hope that you get to read this letter and take these suggestions into consideration.

Sincerely,

Hemsso, Krysta, Brandon, Mahogany, James, Neriann, Tyrese, Francis, Edison, Osbaldo, Arvin, Steven, Gabriela, Ashanique, Donte, Earl, and Aaron